
By Venessa Paech 
 
The Last 5 Years is a challenging piece of theatre. Its real world back story is a tad squeamish, 
and any musical that bends space and time can mean bumpy terrain for audiences if it's not 

capably steered (my personal favourite, Merrily We Roll Along shares this problem).  
Thankfully, Geelong Lyric's production of this iconic Jason Robert Brown musical is in the deft 
hands of veteran director Paul Watson, who brings it alive with vision, panache and compassion. 

Though its lyrics are smart and its tunes soulful, the character sketching at the heart of 5 Years 
can be wafer-thin, with productions tending to skim its surface. Jamie is a tortured, flawed 

genius. Cathy is infamously needy and shallow. We enjoy the interplay of tropes when performed 
gracefully, but we know where they're going. There's few surprises and no breaking of ground. 

Watson manages to elevate the text and load it with rare humanity. Our quantum-entangled duo 
is flawed. Warm. Loving. Broken. Full. He achieves equilibrium, but more than that, liberates 

Cathy from the margins into a woman of agency and power. It's a transformative, fundamentally 
feminist act that gives the entire journey new dimension. It feels especially salient in an era when 

the toxicity and fragility of patriarchy are under newly energised scrunity. The production design 
is thoughtful and elegant, a frame for living memories and futures unwritten. New York theatre at 

its best is about telling new stories and illuminating new perspectives via superb stagecraft. The 
Big Apple has come calling to Geelong in this production. Don't miss your chance to visit. 

 

 

No-Nonsense Reviews 2019        
A Gem Of A Musical On A Big Night 

The Last Five Years directed by Paul Watson for Geelong Lyric Theatre 
Society. Peter Cannon Theatre, St Joseph's College Newtown, September 28, 
2019. 
Look at the date. We saw this production on grand final night. On a day that had 

been dominated by the overwhelming razzmatazz and media whoop-la of that 

occasion, this one act, two actor chamber musical stood out as a theatrical gem.  

It was, in short, beautiful. 

 

The programme informed us that since this show premiered in 2001, it had been 

described as ‘one of the most wildly celebrated song cycles ever written’ and also 

criticised as ‘too intelligent for its own good’. Both aspects were displayed in this 

Geelong Lyric production. The show’s simple storyline held no big dramas. It had no 



deaths, no revolutions, no crimes, even. It simply followed the five-year relationship 

between two young New Yorkers. Jamie, a Jewish writer, and Cathy an aspiring 

actor/singer. They met, fell in love, married, drifted apart and separated in those five 

years, and each described in song their emotions at each stage. 

 

 The 14 songs, all by Jason Robert Brown, were intelligent, emotive, happy, funny, 

poignant and at all times relevant. They told each individual’s journeys in personal, 

emotional terms. But that wasn’t the clever part. That came because Jamie’s story 

was told in real-time chronological order, while Cathy’s went backwards, with her 

memories after the break-up. This aspect was embodied in the play’s set, which was 

built around domesticity. Its clever design allowed the action to flow uninterrupted 

amid plants, lamps, books, papers and a number of bentwood chairs. Many of these 

elements were mirrored, suspended upside-down above the stage, giving a surreal 

physical presence to the reflections. 

 

Also hidden amongst the household on-stage clutter was the show’s band, with MD 

Brad Treloar playing a partially-hidden grand piano;  Patrycja Radzi-Stewart on 

violin, Ayrlie Lane on cello, Charlie Mackie on guitar and Chris Bortoletto on electric 

bass. This group’s faultless delivery of the show’s 14 songs allowed the two 

principals to individually shine. And they certainly did. 

 

This Last Five Years contained so many moments of musical perfection as Georgina 

Walker and Nick Addison delivered their emotions in song. They took us through all 

the stages of their relationship, its joy, discovery, realisation and sorrow, with 

sensitivity and a great deal of skill.  Their central numbers, when the theatrical 

timelines merged and diverged again as his proposal was accepted with their only 

embrace, then exchange and removal of rings was particularly moving.  

Georgina’s crystal voice and clear diction gave beautiful, aching poignancy to her 

heart-wrenching numbers while Nick’s songs, which ranged from the rousingly 

joyous love-blinded Shiksa Goddess to the musical frustration of If I Didn’t Believe In 

You were each delivered to perfection. That word, ‘perfection’ could be applied to 

just about every aspect of this production, from its finely chosen players to its 

elegant, efficient stage craft. Credit director Paul Watson’s sure touch. 

 



But there’s more. Such is the importance of the duo’s performance that each has an 

able understudy able to slip into the role should a misfortune occur. These, parts too, 

were cast from Geelong’s wealth of singing/acting talent. They are Shani Clarke and 

Charlie McIntyre, and in a generous gesture, they get to take over on their own this 

coming Thursday. 

 

Whether you choose that performance, or the following weekend when Georgina and 

Nick return, I can’t recommend this show highly enough. 

It may have been rated ‘too intelligent’ elsewhere - but in Geelong on Grand Final 

night, this was a brilliant, thoughtful small gem of a musical. 

- Colin Mockett 

 

 

The Last Five Years directed by Paul Watson for Geelong Lyric Theatre 
Society. Peter Cannon Theatre, St Joseph's College Newtown, October 3, 2019. 
This second review of one production came about because Jason Robert Brown’s 

micro-musical uses only two performers. But so crucial are they that Geelong Lyric 

Society chose to rehearse understudies should either meet a mishap. This isn’t 

unusual, most musical shows do it, with the understudies taking lesser roles for most 

performances. But that can’t occur in a two-handed show, so Lyric and director Paul 

Watson chose to stage this single ‘special performance’ using understudies Shani 

Clarke and Charlie McIntyre. This would justify the duo’s enormous effort of learning 

the show’s difficult and complex script without necessarily getting an on-stage 

chance. But for this reviewer, it offered an unprecedented one-off opportunity. 

It would identify and highlight the weight and worth of individual performances 

against that of a production’s overall design. 

 

My original review had called Lyric’s The Last Five Years ‘a gem of a musical’, with 

the leads, Georgina Walker and Nick Addison ‘delivering performances close to 

perfection’.  The show’s simple, clever structure follows the course of a couple’s five-

year relationship, relayed in songs. But where his is portrayed in chronological order, 

hers is in reverse memory. So they really only relate together on-stage at a central 

point when their stories coincide. 



 

It’s a truly intelligent piece of writing that calls for a deal of perceptive stagecraft. So 

you can understand why I relished the thought of this second showing with different 

performers.  In the event, and adding an extra intriguing element, I found myself 

seated next to Georgina and Nick, who were there, Georgina explained, to support 

their fellow cast members Shani and Charlie. “We’ve become good friends. They’ve 

been with us all the way,” she said. True to this, the off-duty duo warmly applauded 

each of the show’s 14 songs, and were first to rise to give Shani and Charlie their 

richly-deserved standing ovation.  

 

For this was certainly not a second-string performance. Shani and Charlie were as 

word and movement perfect as Georgie and Nick had been five days previously. 

Their songs were delivered with the same vocal skill and security. Only differently. 

Because Shani and Charlie brought their own takes to their on-stage personas. 

Where tiny, slim Georgina had played her actor/singer Cathy with an elegant fragility 

in high-heels and modish style, Shani was warmer, more down-to-earth and 

humorous, wearing sneakers and comfortable pants.  Where Nick’s writer Jamie had 

ridden his wave of success with joyous ebullience, Charlie was more studied, 

measured and controlled in the same part. 

 

Both pairings had similar on-stage emotional chemistry, such was the casting care of 

Lyric’s production team.  But the small personal subtleties in delivery and looks 

altered the show’s general feel, without affecting in any way its story or outcome. 

That had been created and indelibly set by director Paul Watson’s sensitive and 

thoughtful treatment of Jason Robert Brown’s script. It was then enhanced by Brad 

Treloar’s immaculate musicians along with the sympathetic efforts of lighting 

designer Daniel Jow and sound engineer Ben Anderson.  

 

And, in truth, that change in feel due to the Charlie/Shani performance was neither 

better nor worse than that of Georgie and Nick. 

It was simply different. A modified slant on what remained an excellent small gem of 

of a musical. And this reviewer had been allowed a second enjoyable bite - along 

with a rare insight into theatre’s magical creative process.  

- Colin Mockett 



Nick	Addison	as	Jamie 



THEATRE	PEOPLE.COM	
The	Last	Five	Years	is a one act, contemporary musical written by Jason Robert Brown, based on 

his experiences in his first marriage. The story explores the five-year relationship between a 
rising novelist, Jamie Wellerstein, and an aspiring actress, Cathy Hiatt. Although, the trajectory of 

the characters relationship is told from both perspectives with opposing timelines. Jamie tells his 
story chronologically; from start to finish, whereas Cathy recounts their relationship in reverse 

order; beginning at the couples break up and ending the show at the conclusion of their first date. 
 

Geelong Lyric Theatre Society’s performance showcased this concept of storytelling with ease, 
eliminating interaction between the couple until the audience’s perception of the non-linear 

storylines was clear. Inevitably this separation created an inaugural moment in the show where 
Cathy and Jamie finally interreact, making the song ‘For the Next Ten Minutes’ a highlight of the 

production and a pivotal moment in the story. 

Director Paul Watson cleverly stages the pair around a chorus of cabaret style chairs, each 
representing various locations and implied persons. The space was brought to life by a myriad of 

traditional household furniture and cardboard boxes symbolising the various states in the 
couple’s relationship timeline: moving in, moving out and finally, moving on. The symmetrical 

nature of the static set combined with the furniture stylistically hung from above elegantly 
emphasised the parallels between the two characters storylines. This stylistic decision both 

engaged and encouraged the audience to reflect on the pair’s relationship, whilst showcasing the 
effectiveness of a simplified set design. 

Ultimately, the success of Geelong Lyric Theatre Society’s production comes down to their 
casting choices. Local talent Nick Addison plays the role of Jamie with a flirtatious charm and 

enviable vocal ability, while Georgina Walker plays Cathy as considerably charismatic, utilising 
her sublimely expressive tone and natural acting ability. 

Both Addison and Walker remain onstage for the entirety of the show, each performing vocally 
challenging songs back-to-back. Their impressive stamina was seemingly effortless as both 

actors played their parts with conviction, contrasting the light-hearted comedic moments with the 
darker expressive moments. Despite their lack of interaction throughout the piece, the couple 
share a silent intimacy expressed through the nature of their story telling. Both actors 

authentically communicate the relationship between Jamie and Cathy, delivering their characters 
journey with honesty and class. 



 

Georgie	Walker	as	Cathy	



The most impressive part of this show however is the score itself. The musical genius of Jason 
Robert Brown is challenging for the most professional of musicians. Although, musical director 

Brad Treloar and his five-piece band seemed undoubtedly confident in their ability to play 
through the score without a hitch. Situated upstage, the band masterfully accompanied the 

performers whilst simultaneously servicing the traditional cabaret style of this song cycle. Their 
interpretation of the score was seemingly flawless, a testament to their musicianship and 

Treloar’s outstanding musical direction. 

The overall design of this show was beautiful. The combination of sets, properties, costuming 

and lighting worked cohesively to craft a compelling piece of theatre. There were, however, 
several instances where I questioned the necessity of the intricate lighting design. I became 

increasingly distracted throughout the performance by the constant lighting changes in sections 
of songs where I personally would deem unnecessary. Though the lighting features, for the most 

part, where effective in creating variation in mood, often opposing different sides of the stage, as 
well as effectively isolating moments and characters. 

The	Last	Five	Years	is playing at the Peter Cannon Performing Arts Centre until the 5th of October 

for another four performances, with a special understudy performance on Thursday the 4th of 

October by their cover cast; Charlie McIntyre as Jamie, and Shani Clarke as Cathy. Audiences 
are also invited to attend an informative Q&A session after every show with cast and creatives. 

Geelong Lyric Theatre Society have produced a superb piece of community theatre. Their 

interpretation of The	Last	Five	Years showcases professionalism by both cast and creatives and is 

not to be missed. 

 

Review	by	Charlotte	Crowley 
 


